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After printing SimPEEL™ labels, 
peel the label from its support liner 

by lifting the label using 
the convenient tab.

Affix the label then remove the tab 
as you continue to affix the label.

Position the label over the vial 
or surface while holding the tab. Done.

Quick and easy peeling and application

Increase labeling speed and efficiency

Lift labels with the adhesive-free tab

Labels will not stick to your gloves

SKU# Inches (W x H) mm (W x H) Core Labels Across Labels/Roll

SPJTTA-29NPC1-1WH 1” x 1” 25.4 x 25.4 1” 1 1,000

SPJTTA-29NPC3-3WH 1” x 1” 25.4 x 25.4 3” 1 3,000

NitroTAG® with SimPEEL™
Our renowned NitroTAG® Cryogenic Labels are available with SimPEEL™ Technology (Patent Pending). Perfect for identifying cryo vials, cardboard 
and polypropylene freezer boxes, and plastic bags. These cryo labels feature our new SimPEEL technology, making peeling them off their liner quick 
and easy. Their innovative adhesive-free tab also makes the labels’ application glove-friendly, and ensures a fluid-motion, effortless application 
onto its destined container, without contaminating the adhesive. They are designed for long-term cryo storage in liquid nitrogen (-196°C/-321°F), 
freezers ( -80°C/-112°F), and dry ice transport. Printable with all major brands of thermal-transfer printers.

PATENT PENDING
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Add SimPEEL™ to any of our labels upon request.



PinTAG™ with SimPEEL™
Temperature range -196°C to +110°C (-321°F to +230°F)

PinTAG cryogenic labels have a unique, patent-pending, design that allows them to be affixed 
onto the side and bottom of 2D-barcoded tubes, commonly used with automated liquid handling 
systems. They are now available with our new patent-pending SimPEEL™ technology, making 
peeling them off their liner quick and easy. These labels provide the user with an economical 
alternative to pre-barcoded vials, allowing them to define and encode their own information, 
replace damaged or unreadable barcodes, and overwrite or redefine inherent barcodes. Thermal-
transfer printable, they will withstand long-term storage in liquid nitrogen (-196°C) and ultra-low 
temperature freezers (-80°C).

SKU# Inches (W x H) mm (W x H) Core Labels Across Labels/Roll

SPJTTA-554NPSBC1-2WH 1.81″ x 0.625″ 46 x 15.9 1” 1 2,000

SPJTTA-554NPSBC3-2WH 1.81″ x 0.625″ 46 x 15.9 3” 1 2,000
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After printing SimPEEL™ labels, 
peel the label from its support liner 

by lifting the label using 
the convenient tab.

Affix the label then remove the tab 
as you continue to affix the label.

Position the label on the tube (bottom 
and side) while holding the tab Done.
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Add SimPEEL™ to any of our labels upon request.

Shop Online at Labtag.com/simpeel

https://www.labtag.com/shop/category/cryogenic-labels/cryo-labels-with-simpeel-technology/

